
 
Comprehension Passage:    2004 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. 
Dolly, the most famous sheep in the world, was cloned in the Roslin Institute in Scotland 
in 1996. When this was announced in February 1997 it caused a sensation, because 
until then many scientists thought that such cloning was impossible. 
 
Such cloning is the production of one or more animals that are genetically identical to an 
existing animal. This cloning technique is based on the fact that, with the exception of 
the sperm and the egg, every cell in the body contains in its DNA all of the genetic 
material needed to make an exact replica of the original body. During the normal 
development process from embryo to fully-fledged animal, all of the cells in the body are 
differentiated to perform specific physiological functions. 
 
Before Dolly, the majority view was that such differentiated cells could not be 
reprogrammed to be able to behave as fertilised eggs. Dolly was produced by a process 
known as "adult DNA cloning", which produces a duplicate of an existing animal. The 
technique is also known as "cell nuclear replacement". During adult DNA cloning, the 
DNA is sucked out from a normal unfertilised egg cell, using a device that acts 
somewhat like a miniature vacuum cleaner. DNA that has already been removed from a 
cell of the adult to be copied is then inserted in place of the original DNA. Following this 
stage, the cell containing the inserted DNA is implanted in the womb of an animal of the 
same species, and gestation may begin. 
 
To make Dolly, a cell was taken from the mammary tissue of a six-year-old sheep. Its 
DNA was added to a sheep ovum (egg) from which the nucleus had been removed. 
This artificially fertilized cell was then stimulated with an electric pulse and implanted in 
an ewe. 
 
{Adapted from www.biotechinfo.ie} 
 
(i) What is the difference between a nucleus of an egg cell and that of a somatic (body) 
cell of an animal? 
 
(ii) Suggest an advantage of producing genetically identical animals. 
 
(iii) Suggest a disadvantage of producing genetically identical animals. 
 
(iv) “Every cell in the body contains in its DNA all of the genetic material needed to 
make an exact replica of the original body”. Comment on this statement. 
 
(v) What is the precise meaning of the term “implanted” in the extract above? 
 
(vi) Suggest a purpose for stimulating the fused egg with an electric pulse. 
 
(vii) What do you think is meant by the phrase “artificially fertilised cell”? (27) 



 
Comprehension Passage:    2005 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
 
Read the following extract and then answer the questions below. 
 
“A migratory flight involves preparation. The initial stimulus for spring migration among 
birds wintering in European latitudes comes from the increase in day length past an 
initial threshold. Physiological changes encourage the deposition of fat, particularly 
beneath the skin (subcutaneous) and inside the abdomen (visceral). Fat is the vital fuel 
used by migrating birds, which often have to cross long stretches of sea or perhaps 
desert where feeding opportunities are either non-existent or very limited. 
 
Wildfowl preparing for migration, therefore, increase their food intake in order to lay 
down that vital fat and this shows itself in increased time spent feeding. Conveniently, 
for plant-eating species such as the grazing geese and wigeon, the onset of spring 
growth in the plants means higher levels of nutrients in the growing tips on which the 
birds feed.” 
 
[From Wildfowl, Ogilvie and Pearson, 1994 Hamlyn Limited] 
 
(i) What is the stimulus for spring migration? 

(ii) Suggest two reasons why birds migrate. 

(iii) What is the “vital fuel” used by migrating birds? 

(iv) Give two locations in the body in which this vital fuel may be found. 

(v) Suggest what happens to this fuel in the body tissues of the birds. 

(vi) In which part of plants do wigeon find the highest level of nutrients? 

(vii) Suggest a reason for the nutrient levels being highest in this part of the plant. (27) 



 
Comprehension Passage:    2008 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
Mites    
 
 
Read the following extract, study the graph below and answer the questions that follow. 
 
“The application of pesticides to strawberry plants in an attempt to destroy cyclamen 
mites that were damaging the strawberries killed both the cyclamen mites and the 
carnivorous mites that preyed on them. But the cyclamen mites quickly re-invaded the 
strawberry fields while the mites that preyed on them returned much more slowly. The 
result was that the cyclamen mites rapidly increased in density and did more damage to 
the strawberries than if the pesticide had never been applied.” 
 
(Adapted from W.T. Keeton and J. L. Gould. Biological Science. New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1993) 

 (i) (i) 

(i) Which graph, A or B represents the carnivorous mites? Explain your answer. 

(ii) What term is used to describe the relationship between the cyclamen mites and the carnivorous mites? 

(iii) Suggest two reasons why the cyclamen mite managed to quickly re-invade the strawberry fields. 

(iv) Suggest an alternative to the use of pesticides for controlling the cyclamen mite population. 

(v) Draw a pyramid of numbers to include each of the organisms mentioned in the extract above. 

(vi) Apart from competition and the factor illustrated 



 
Comprehension Passage:    2009 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
Foxes    
 
Read the following passage about foxes and answer the questions that follow: 
 
Red foxes are found in many ecosystems. A pair of foxes will occupy a territory and will 
defend it from other foxes in the breeding season. Territory boundaries are marked with 
scent and urine. Red foxes are usually solitary and hunt alone except during the 
breeding season, when they hunt in family groups. The young accompany the parents 
while hunting and foraging in order to learn skills. Red foxes do not hibernate and are 
active all year round though they are nocturnal in habit. They are omnivores but they 
prefer animals such as small rodents, frogs, insects and birds. Preferred plant foods 
include acorns, grasses, fruits and berries. In urban areas they scavenge for discarded 
human food. They also eat roadkill whether in a rural or urban setting. 
 
 
(Adapted from: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources fact sheet: Red fox ecology, 6th June 2007) 
 
1. Give two activities of adult foxes, apart from breeding itself, which are associated 

with the breeding season. 

2. How is the territorial boundary marked? 

3. How do young foxes learn to hunt? 

4. Suggest a reason why wheelie bins are making life more difficult for urban foxes. 

5. What is meant by the term omnivore? 

6. Suggest an advantage to the fox of being “nocturnal in habit”. 

7. In general, are urban foxes or rural foxes more successful at finding food? Give a 

reason for your answer.          (27) 



 
 
Comprehension Passage:    2009 --- Ordinary Level Biology 
 
Jellyfish    
 
Read the following extract and answer the questions that follow. 
 
‘Invasion of the jellyfish: Mediterranean on alert as hundreds suffer from stings.’ 
As thousands of tourists head to the Mediterranean, their holiday enjoyment is being threatened by 
hordes of jellyfish. French emergency services received more than 500 calls for help in a single day. 
It is a pattern being repeated along the shores of Mediterranean. Much of the southern – and even 
northern – coastlines of Spain have been hit. Paddlers and swimmers suffered painful stings from a 
species commonly known as the mauve stinger. 
 
When a person is stung the venom (poison) from the jellyfish stinging cells causes swelling, redness 
and oozing. The venom can also cause an allergic response. There is no anti-venom and vinegar is 
useless. Jellyfish have no autonomy of movement and are swept around the oceans by wind and tide. 
This is the eighth year in succession that they have stormed the smartest resorts in the Mediterranean. 
 
[Article adapted from the Independent on Sunday (U.K.) 24th July 2008. By Matthew Kay in Paris, Elizabeth Nash in Madrid 
and Peter Popham in Rome.] 
 
(i) What is meant by the term species? 

(ii) Which species of jellyfish was involved in the invasion along Mediterranean shores? 

(iii) Name one country that has been affected by this invasion. 

(iv) Give two ways in which the jellyfish venom can affect a person. 

(v) Suggest why jellyfish produce a venom. 

(vi) These jellyfish are usually found in tropical waters. Suggest one reason for their increased occurrence 

in the Mediterranean in recent years. 

(vii) What do you think is meant by the phrase “Jellyfish have no autonomy of movement”? 

(24) 



 
Comprehension Passage:    2011 --- Ordinary Level Biology 
 
 
Read the paragraph below and answer the questions that follow. 
 
Shedding Daylight on Irish Bats. 
There are ten species of bat in Ireland. They live in our houses, churches and old 
buildings. The most common species of bat in Ireland is the Pipistrelle which is small 
enough to fit into a matchbox. The largest species is Leisler’s bat. Bats are not blind. 
 
They use sound to navigate. Bats are the only flying mammals. They generally hunt at 
night for moths and other insects. In winter many bat species hibernate in underground 
sites and outhouses. Bats have only one baby per year and they can live for up to forty 
years. Barn owls may sometimes feed on bats, or they may fall prey to the domestic cat. 
 
According to Bat Conservation Ireland, bat populations are decreasing. This may be 
due to loss of hedgerows, pesticide use and the renovation of old buildings. 
 
[Adapted from ‘Science Spin’ Issue 26, January 2008. By Anthony King.] 
 
(i) How many species of bat are found in Ireland? 

(ii) What is the name of the most common species found here? 

(iii) What do bats feed on? 

(iv) What is meant by the term predator? 

(v) Name a predator of Irish bats. 

(vi) Suggest one reason why many bats hibernate in winter. 

(vii) What is meant by the term conservation? 

(viii) Suggest one way to help bat conservation in Ireland. 



 

Comprehension Passage:    2012 --- Ordinary Level Biology 
 

Rabbits and genetics/evolution 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Comprehension Passage:    2013 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
Cigarette filters and nesting birds    
 
Read the article below and answer the questions that follow: 
 
Cigarettes are bad for your health. But that’s only if you smoke them. If you use them to 
line your nest, they might actually do some good. Scientists have recently found that 
birds that decorate their nests with discarded cigarette butts full of nicotine are less 
bothered by parasites.* When building a nest, birds tend to make do with the materials 
at hand. Twigs and leaves are popular choices. Some fresh green leaves give off strong 
smells. So how can city birds manage? Apparently, some reach for the fibres found in 
used cigarette filters. 
 
Scientists got to wondering whether this habit might provide the birds with benefits other 
than bedding. So they investigated the nests of finches and sparrows that were living on 
the campus of the National University of Mexico, which is in the heart of Mexico City. 
The scientists used heat traps to lure the parasites and then counted them. Most of the 
nests contained cellulose fibres from broken cigarette filters. They found that nests with 
the most used cigarette filter fibres had the lowest number of parasites, in this case, 
blood sucking mites. For these birds, a butt a day might keep the mites away! 
 
*[Biology Letters: M. Suarez-Rodriguez, I. Lopez-Rull, C. Macias Garcia ‘Incorporation of cigarette butts 
into nests reduces nest ectoparasite load in urban birds: new ingredients for an old recipe.’] 
 
Adapted from Scientific American 60-second podcast by Karen Hopkin 05/12/2012. 
 
(i) Name one bird from the study and name its parasite. 

(ii) Explain the term ectoparasite. 

(iii) Suggest one negative effect on birds or chicks of living in parasite-infested nests. 

(iv) Apart from an effect on parasite numbers, suggest a reason for the use of the filter 

fibres in nest building. 

(v) State one benefit to a plant of giving off strong smells. 

(vi) Suggest what might be trapped in used cigarette filters. 

(vii) Suggest how the scientists might have measured the amount of cigarette filter fibre 

in one nest. 

(viii) The scientists put unused cigarette filters beside the birds’ nests. Suggest a reason 

for this. 

(ix) The nests containing unused filters showed a normal parasite load. Suggest one 

reason for this observation. 



 

 

Comprehension Passage:    2013--- Ordinary Level Biology 
 

Climate Change 
There is now widespread evidence that the emission of greenhouse gases into the earth’s atmosphere is 
causing global climate change. Major changes are expected in terms of temperature and rainfall. One 
of the main greenhouse gases is carbon dioxide, released when fossil fuels are burned. Another is 
methane gas released by cattle. These gases cause pollution of the air. They are called greenhouse 
gases as they have an effect similar to that of a greenhouse - they prevent some of the sun’s heat 
escaping back into space. 
 

(i) Name one greenhouse gas. 

(ii) Why are greenhouse gases so called? 

(iii) What is meant by the term pollution? 

(iv) Suggest one way to reduce the levels of greenhouse gases in the air. 

 

 

 



 

Comprehension Passage:    2014 --- Higher Level Biology 
 
Alzheimer’s Disease   

 

Read the following extract and then answer the questions below.  

Alzheimer’s disease (a degenerative brain condition), like many other degenerative 
illnesses, is  driven by genes and recently scientists have identified a group of genes 
that are thought to be  associated with this disease. The disease is thought to be 
caused by a build up of protein-based  plaques in the brain, and investigators now 
believe they have an understanding of ways to interrupt  that process. Technology is 
helping too, as researchers exploit new ways to scan the brain and  detect the first signs 
of trouble, peering deeper into human and animal neural tissue to pinpoint the  very 
molecules that give rise to the disease.  

 (Adapted from Alzheimer’s Unlocked, TIME, Volume 176, No. 17. 2010.) 

(i) What do you think is meant by the term “degenerative illnesses”?  

(ii) Is Alzheimer’s disease driven by a single gene or by many genes?  

(iii) What is thought to cause the disease?  

(iv) Suggest a possible symptom of Alzheimer’ disease.  

(v) How is the advance of technology helping in the fight against the disease?  

(vi) There are probably more people suffering from the disease now than ever before.  
Suggest a reason for this.  

(vii) Name another disorder of the nervous system and give a possible treatment for it. 
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